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Abstract—The ubiquitous inter-connectivity of electronic de-
vices offered by Internet-of-Things (IoT) networks has been
increasingly embraced in a wide range of applications. In IoT
networks, threats to hardware security are often not perceived
as serious, with the assumption that an attack could only be
carried out at close proximity. However, in this paper, we show
that through Electromagnetic (EM) side-channel signal leakage,
operational information and program activities of IoT devices
and Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) modules can be
garnered from approximately 200 m away in an outdoor Line-of-
Sight (LOS) environment. We describe an extensive measurement
campaign conducted to investigate the aforementioned leakage
and provide propagation models that can be used to predict the
power (and corresponding variation i.e., shadowing gain) of the
EM side-channel signal emanation at various distances, scenarios
and environments. With a circularly polarized receiver antenna,
our results show that the received power of the emanated EM
side-channel (carrier) signal varies from about −61 dBm at 1 m
to about −112 dBm at 200 m in the outdoor LOS environment.
Furthermore, a received signal power of about −73 dBm was
observed at 1 m and −88 dBm was recorded at 10 m in an
indoor LOS environment. Power variation (shadowing gain) of
about 3.6 dB and 2.0 dB were observed in the outdoor and
indoor environments, respectively. This work is relevant for EM
side-channel leakage countermeasure development and provides
pertinent information to embedded systems and wireless network
security engineers.

Index Terms—Electromagnetic wave propagation, Side-
channel attacks, Internet of Things, statistical channel model.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE emergence of Internet-of-Things (IoT) has led to
advancements in personalized medical care, interaction

between home (or office) appliances, and the promise of
autonomous automobile, airline and smart grid systems. IoT
can be described as a networked system of nodes/smart
devices with sensing, computing and communication (often
wireless) capabilities. These nodes range from smartphones to
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embedded sensor modules. The seamless inter-connectivity in
IoT networks has also made them invaluable in a number of
small-, large-scale tasks and critical infrastructure operations
that affect people’s daily lives.

There are, however, concerns about security vulnerabili-
ties to embedded devices in IoT networks that could prove
devastating or at least disruptive to people’s lives. Recent
demonstrations of security attacks on commercial products,
e.g., pacemakers and insulin pumps [1], [2], have elevated
the security of wireless medical devices from the realm of
theoretical possibility to an immediate concern [3], while
attacks on air-traffic control [4] have also shown potential
vulnerabilities to large-scale IoT networks. Currently, secu-
rity measures have been extensively explored in different
layers of wireless network architecture [5], including the
communication between devices [6], encryption [7], and user
authentication [8]. However, side-channel security still lags
behinds those of the upper layers since most concerns are often
about software manipulations in wireless and cyber-physical
networks.

EM side-channel attacks are analog-signal attacks that
primiarily stem from unintentionally leaked EM radiation
from electronic devices. EM side-channel attacks exploit sub-
channels (at different frequencies and modulations) and use
information gained or leaked from the physical implemen-
tation of a system to extract sensitive information such as
cryptographic keys [9]. Some of the strongest EM side-channel
signals are created when a periodic signal (such as an on-
board clock signal) becomes amplitude or frequency modu-
lated based on processor or memory activity. Algorithms such
as ”FASE” presented in [10] and the frequency-modulation
detection procedure in [11] have been used to detect EM side-
channel signals and can, in-turn, be used to predict operational
activities of the device.

An essential step in the design of any wireless system is
the measurement and modeling of the propagation channel
in which this system is to operate. Currently, there are no
propagation models to predict the range and conditions at
which these emanated signals can be intercepted. To aid secu-
rity vulnerability assessment in IoT networks, it is of utmost
importance that a comprehensive and realistic characterization
of EM side-channel signal propagation be conducted. The
aforementioned characterization should be done with respect
to distance, frequency, scenarios (Line-of-Sight (LOS) and
Non-Line-of-Sight (NLOS)) and environment as it will facil-
itate the development of necessary countermeasures to EM
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side-channel attacks.

A. Related Works

Several publications [9], [12]–[25] have investigated the
concept of side-channel attacks and defenses over the years.
Existing publications on side-channel attacks include works
from [12], which studied acoustic side-channel emanation
from printers and presented an attack that recovers what a
dot matrix printer processing alphanumeric text is printing
based on the sound made by the printer. The concept of
using power consumption measurements to find secret keys
from tamper resistance devices was explored in [13], while
power analysis attacks against smart cards implementation
of modular exponentiation algorithms were explored in [14].
Work in [18] presented a new metric called Signal Available to
Attacker (SAVAT), which explores the EM side-channel signal
generated as a consequence of the difference in the execution
of two program activities in a computer system. Near-field
measurement (with the receiver probe placed at 10 cm above
the device-under-test) of EM side-channel signals generated
from different computer systems was measured and compared
in [19]. Spectral profiling was used to monitor EM side-
channel signal emanation in [20]. Work in [9] presented the
use of EM side-channel attacks to retrieve the secret exponent
from a single decryption on arbitrary ciphertext in an RSA
cryptosystem. Work in [21] investigated the propagation mech-
anisms of EM side-channel signals at different frequencies
and proposed models for near-field and far-field propagation;
however this was done for a small sample of distances (≤ 3
m) and frequency points. Work in [22] introduced the concept
of screaming channels, which occurs when EM leakage from
digital logic in a mixed-signals chip is inadvertently combined
with the radio carrier and is then amplified and transmitted
by the antenna in a transceiver module. Their work showed
that improper separation of digital and analog components
leads to novel side-channel attacks that can break cryptography
implementation in mixed-signal chips over at least 10 m. In
our conference paper [25], we provided preliminary results for
the measurement campaign that underlies the current paper, in
particular, EM side-channel signal propagation in an indoor
environment. However, we did not provide results from EM
side-channel propagation in an outdoor environment; unique
spectral signature given off by various instructions sets running
on the IoT devices; also a more comprehensive indoor model
has been provided in this paper – with the inclusion of the
environment-dependent shadowing gain and board (angular)
orientation dependent shadowing gain.

Existing work on defense (countermeasures) includes [15],
which introduced a systematic methodology for automatic ap-
plication of software countermeasures to thwart power analysis
attacks. Cache based side-channel attacks were analyzed in
[17] with the introduction of new security aware cache designs.
A technique for preventing timing attacks used by adversaries
in finding fixed Diffie-Hellman exponents and factor RSA keys
was presented in [23]. Work in [13] and [24] both presented
countermeasures to preventing the use of power measurements
to find secret keys in electronic devices.

B. Contributions

To the best of our knowledge, no work details measurements
and modeling of EM side-channels signals in a long-distance
(excess of 10 m) outdoor or indoor environment for LOS
and NLOS scenarios. In an effort to fill this gap, we
have conducted extensive measurements in the aforementioned
scenarios and are able to show that operational information and
program activities of IoT devices can be monitored from long
distances. Contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

1) We detail an extensive channel measurement campaign
conducted using different measurement setups in various
scenarios and environments.

2) We find that EM side-channel signals can be garnered at
approximately 200 m away in an outdoor LOS environ-
ment.

3) We find that the received power of the EM side-channel
signal exhibits a monotonically decreasing relationship
with distance. We provide a detailed statistical model that
can be used to predict the aforementioned received power
(along with subsequent variations (i.e., shadowing gain))
at different distances, scenarios and environments.

4) We provide details about the EM side-channel signal
generation procedure for the SAVAT microbenchmark.
The signal was used as propagation channel excitation
waveform in our work.

5) We find that instruction sets that run on IoT devices
lead to EM side-channel emanations with unique spectral
signatures, which can be used to track the electronic
device’s operation.

6) We remotely monitored segments of two regular pro-
grams, bitcount and basicmath, running on an IoT device.
We find that the operation sequence of these programs
can be detected and monitored from long distances in
both outdoor and indoor environments.

C. Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the generation of EM emanation and the various
benchmark (and microbenchmark) programs running on the
IoT and FPGA devices. The channel measurement campaigns
conducted are discussed in section III. Section IV describes
the data processing procedure and the obtained results while
summary and conclusions are inferred in section V.

II. EM EMANATION AND CHANNEL EXCITATION
WAVEFORM

The EM side-channel signal propagation characterization
proposed in this work will require a controlled emanation of
the signal from the IoT device. This signal will serve as the
channel excitation waveform. In this section, we discuss the
procedure for generating the aforementioned EM side-channel
signal using a microbenchmark SAVAT [18]. Furthermore
we discuss the signal emanation as a result of two realistic
applications, bitcount and basicmath, running on the IoT
device.
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A. Excitation Procedure

Using SAVAT [18], controlled emanations were generated
by executing two types of program activities repeatedly on the
IoT device. Typical program activities include simple instruc-
tions such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
load, and store. Sequential invocation of a pair of instructions
leads to electric current being drawn repeatedly from the
device’s power supply. Any difference in the magnitude of
the current drawn when executing the two activities results in
a periodic current being superimposed onto the traces on the
device, thereby emanating an EM field–an excitation signal.

1 f o r ( j =0 ; j< nout ; i ++){
2 / / Invoke i n s t a n c e s o f t h e X i n s t r u c t i o n
3 f o r ( i =0 ; i< nX ; i ++){
4 p t r 1 =( p t r 1 &˜mask1 ) | ( ( p t r 1 + o f f s e t )&mask1 ) ;
5 / / The X−i n s t r u c t i o n , e . g . a l o a d
6 v a l u e =∗ p t r 1 ;
7 }
8 / / Invoke i n s t a n c e s o f t h e Y i n s t r u c t i o n
9 f o r ( i =0 ; i< nY ; i ++){

10 p t r 2 =( p t r 2 &˜mask2 ) | ( ( p t r 2 + o f f s e t )&mask2 ) ;
11 / / The Y−i n s t r u c t i o n , e . g . a s t o r e
12 ∗ p t r 2 = v a l u e ;
13 }
14 }
15

Fig. 1: Microbenchmark pseudo-code for generating the exci-
tation signal [18].

An example of the microbenchmark used to generate the
excitation signal is shown in Fig. 1. In this example, the first
program activity is the X instruction (indicated in the code)
and the second activity is the Y instruction. The program
is comprised of two smaller for-loops contained in an outer
for-loop. The first inner for-loop repeatedly executes the X
instruction while the second inner for-loop repeatedly executes
the Y instruction. The variables nX and nY define the number
of times X and Y are executed in their respective for-loops.
The variable nout represents the number of times the pattern
of X/Y is executed by the outer for-loop. One iteration of the
outer for-loop is equal to one period, Talt, of the excitation
signal. Hence, we will define an alternation frequency, falt as
1
Talt

.
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Fig. 2: Example of the waveform generated by the X/Y
alternation activity.

An example of the waveform generated by the microbench-
mark is shown in Fig. 2. Although the execution of each

program activity should take an equal length of time [18],
realistically this is hardly the case as there are usually some
variations. If we define the amount of time it takes to execute
X as tX and the time it takes to execute Y as tY, then the total
execution time for the instructions can be calculated as

Talt = tX × nX + tY × nY. (1)

Given that manipulating the values of nX and nY changes
Talt (see (1)), it is therefore possible to tune falt to a part of the
frequency spectrum with little interference. If both activities
are executed for the same amount of time during one period,
the generated waveform is considered to have a 50% duty
cycle. For this work, the excitation signals were set to a duty
cycle of 50%.
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Fig. 3: Example of the processor clock being modulated by a
1 MHz excitation signal.

Instruction Description

LDM mov eax, [esi] Load from main memory
LDL1 mov eax, [esi] Load from L1 cache
ADD add eax, 173 Add imm to reg
DIV idiv eax Integer division
NOP No instruction

TABLE I: x86 instructions for our X/Y ESE measurements.

In theory, generating signals with any desired alternation
frequency is possible. However, this becomes difficult with
increasing values of falt as clock timing of the device limits
the flexibility by introducing constraints on the total execution
time of any inner for-loop. The excitation signal also amplitude
modulates other periodic signals generated by the device. In
this situation, the clocks of the components (such as the
processor and memory) used for executing the alternating
program activity act as carriers for the modulating waveform.
During normal operations, the clocks produce periodic currents
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(a) Idle system.
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(b) ADD/LDL1.
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(c) ADD/DIV.
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(d) ADD/STR.
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(e) ADD/LDM.

Fig. 4: The spectrum of the emanated signal for different instruction pairs with the frequency normalized relative to fc.

at the clock frequency, fc, along the device’s traces, thereby
generating an EM field. When the alternating program activity
is executed, the periodic current from the clock is then modu-
lated. Fig. 3 shows an example of the power spectrum gener-
ated when a device’s 1.008 GHz processor clock is modulated
by a 1 MHz excitation signal. The figure confirms modulating
program activities, which results in sidebands at fc±falt and its
harmonics. In this work, we will refer to fc as Carrier, while
fc + falt and fc − falt will be referred to as Upper-Sideband
(USB) and Lower-Sideband (LSB) frequencies respectively.
Note that the distinct peaks of the power spectrum at the
Carrier, USB and LSB frequencies correspond to the received
power at the these frequencies.

B. Spectral Signature of Emanated Signals
Emanated EM side-channel signals stemming from a pair of

instruction sets (see Table I) have unique spectral signatures.
This can be attributed to factors ranging from instruction1

processing order to the use of different computational parts
of a processor [26]. In this paper, the instruction sets (given
in Table I) range from load(s) that can access different levels
of the cache/memory hierarchy to simple addition, which
represents the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) and integer division
(DIV), and the ”No Instruction” case where Line 6 or Line 12
in Fig. 1 are simply left empty.

To show the different spectral signature of various in-
struction pairs, we conducted tests in which the alternation
frequency was kept constant while changing the instruction
pairs. The outcome of our tests is summarized below.

• The power spectrum in Fig. 4(a) was obtained with an
idle processor i.e., without any activity running. However,
the power spectrum of the clock signal of the device was
still visible. This figure serves as a baseline for comparing
other activities running on the processor.

1Here, instructions refer to the commands that a processor can execute.

• With the alternating frequency set to 50 kHz the power
spectrum given in Fig. 4(b) was measured while running
the LDL1/ADD instruction pair. The two peaks represent-
ing the sidebands are clearly observable at both sides of
the normalized center frequency.

• Using instruction pair ADD/DIV results in the power spec-
trum shown in Fig. 4(c). From this figure, in addition to
the observed sidebands, several low-powered components
spread are also visible.

• The power spectrum of the other instruction pairs such as
ADD/STR and ADD/LDM are shown in Fig 4(d) and 4(e)
with distinct spectral signatures.

It is clearly observable that if an eavesdropper can associate
the unique features of the spectral shape to an instruction pairs,
this can result in the leakage of operational information – a
security vulnerability, which can be explored to nefarious ends.

C. Benchmark Programs

Benchmarks are applications commonly used for perfor-
mance evaluation of embedded processors. A publicly avail-
able suite for characterizing ARM-based processors is the
MiBENCH embedded benchmark suite [27]. Bitcount and
basicmath are two out of several applications provided by
MiBENCH and will be used to study EM side-channel leakage
in this work. Unlike the excitation program used for SAVAT,
bitcount and basicmath are not designed to maximize the
amount of EM emanation from a device. Instead, bitcount
and basicmath are a better representation of more complex
programs since they are comprised of multiple segments of
program activity instead of just one. These benchmarks are
described below:

1) Bitcount: Bitcount program tests the bit manipulation
abilities of a processor by counting the number of bits in an
array of integers [27]. The bitcount was implemented in our
IoT device by running seven segments of distinct tasks within
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the bitcount operation. The tasks performed in each segment
are itemized below:

• Segment 1 - Optimized 1-bit per loop count.
• Segment 2 - Ratko’s mystery algorithm.
• Segment 3 - Recursive bit count by nibbles.
• Segment 4 - Non-recursive bit count by nibbles.
• Segment 5 - Non-recursive bit count by bytes (BW).
• Segment 6 - Non-recursive bit count by bytes (AR).
• Segment 7 - Shift and count bits.
2) Basicmath: The basicmath program performs simple

mathematical calculations that often do not have dedicated
hardware support in the embedded processor [27]. In our work,
basicmath was implemented by running four segments with
distinct tasks itemized below:

• Segment 1 - Cubic function solution.
• Segment 2 - Integer square root calculations.
• Segment 3 - Angular conversion from degrees to radians.
• Segment 4 - Angular conversion from radians to degrees.
Note that a fixed set of constants were used as input data

for these programs.
Bitcount and basicmath generates peaks at distinct frequen-

cies during each segment of the execution. It will be shown
that these peaks can be remotely monitored at long proximity
ranges as a result of EM side-channel leakage.

III. MEASUREMENT CAMPAIGN

In this section, detailed descriptions of the measurements
conducted in various environments using different experimen-
tal setups are presented.

A. Outdoor Measurements

1) Measurement Environment: The outdoor measure-
ments were conducted on a walkway adjacent to a quadrangle
on the campus of the Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia
Tech), in Atlanta, GA, USA. The structural layout of the mea-
surement site with TX and RX placements at various locations
are shown on the map in Fig. 5. To avoid congestion, only a
subset of the measured positions are marked on the map. The
measurement site is an open area surrounded by buildings and
trees with the ground of the walkway paved with a mixture of
brick and concrete slabs while lamp posts are placed alongside
its edges. The measurements were conducted between Clough
Undergraduate Learning Commons and the Klaus Advanced
Computing Building with five other buildings surrounding
the measurement area. The aforementioned buildings boast
a modern-contemporary architectural facade – a makeup of
concrete, bricks, metal sheet and glass window panes.

2) Measurement Setup: We designed and assembled a
task-specific system for this outdoor measurement campaign.
The block diagram of the measurement setup is shown in Fig.
6. A list of the equipment used and corresponding parameter
settings have been presented in Tables II and III. Note that
while all the equipment are either commercially available as
over-the-counter (OTC) products or with designs published
in the public domain, it is the specific combination thereof
that makes the system uniquely suited for our investigation

Fig. 5: Map of the measurement area in the outdoor environ-
ment.

into long-range detection and monitoring of EM side-channel
signals.

At the TX end of the measurement setup is an EM
source/emitter (IoT) board (Olimex A13-OLinuXino-MICRO)
[28] and a Personal Computer (PC). The Olimex2 is an open-
source embedded ARM linux computer with an A13 cortex-
A8 processor and an on-board clock frequency of 1.008 GHz.
The Olimex was configured to run different programs such as
SAVAT and bitcount. A PC was connected to the Olimex for
control purposes while also providing power. At the RX end
is a high gain antenna, which was connected to a Spectrum
Analyzer (SA, N9030B). Two types of receiver antennas
(with both designed and built in-house) were used for this
experiment. The aforementioned antennas include: a high-gain
quadrature array of nonuniform helical antennas (abbreviated
as QHA) [29] and; a Planar Disc Antenna (PDA) [30]. As
stated in [29], the QHA is circularly polarized with a directive
gain of approximately 20.5 ± 1.5 dBi in the frequency range
0.9 GHz to 1.1 GHz (and a gain of 21 dBi at 1.008 GHz). The
PDA is vertically polarized and was designed to operate over a
bandwidth of 50 MHz centered around 1 GHz. The broadside
gain of the PDA is approximately 17 dBi at 1.008 GHz with
a peak gain of 19 dBi at about 1.012 GHz. Pictures of the
measurement setup using QHA and PDA antenna deployments
in the outdoor environment are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b).

We ran the instruction set MUL/ADD3 in SAVAT for this
particular experiment while setting falt to 500 kHz. Mea-
surements were conducted in a LOS scenario with TX and
RX separation distances of 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 130 and 200
meters respectively. In addition to the usage of two types of

2For simplification, we will henceforth replace the term ”EM source/emit-
ter” with the type of board (manufacturer’s name e.g., ”Olimex”) being used
for each measurement in this work.

3MUL (muli r22, r22,173 – integer multiplication) instruction is supple-
mental to the instructions sets in Table I discussed in Section II.
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Fig. 6: Measurement setup

(a) QHA

(b) PDA

Fig. 7: LOS measurement setup with QHA and PDA antennas.

receiver antennas, the outdoor measurements were conducted
with different Olimex board polarization (as shown in Fig.
8). Note that the exact same locations4 (with constituents
unchanged) were used for all experiments so as to aid assess-
ment and comparability of results. The sequence in which
the experiments were conducted is such that all measurements
(distance and polarization) were conducted with a particular

4 At each measured distance, the emitter device’s location was marked on
the floor as shown in Figs. 5. We strictly adhered to placements at these
markings for all the measurements conducted so as not to create different
channel realizations.

Fig. 8: EM source board polarization.

Fig. 9: Floor map of the indoor environment.

antenna before switching to another type of antenna.
To further demonstrate our ability to monitor programs

running on IoT devices, the distance measurements were
repeated for the Olimex while it executed bitcount.

Item Manufacturer Model No.
IoT board Olimex A13-OLinuXino-MICRO

Spectrum Analyzer Keysight N9030B
QHA antenna Self-fabricated N/A
PDA antenna Self-fabricated N/A
Control PC Dell Precision 7720

TABLE II: Equipment used in the outdoor measurement.

Parameters Settings
Alternating freq. falt 500 kHz

Spectrum Analyzer center freq. 1.008 GHz
Spectrum Analyzer bandwith 8 MHz

Spectrum Analyzer res. bandwidth 136 Hz
QHA gain at center freq. 21 dBi

QHA bandwidth 200 MHz
QHA freq. range 0.9-1.1 GHz
QHA polarization Circular

PDA gain at center freq. 17 dBi
PDA bandwidth 50 MHz
PDA freq. range 0.975-1.25 GHz
PDA polarization Vertical

TABLE III: Parameters and settings of the equipment used in
the outdoor measurement.

It is important to note that the TX and RX ends were oper-
ated in a distributed setup fashion i.e., without synchronization.
Such a configuration is similar to how an eavesdropper’s setup
would most likely be deployed. The duration (including setup
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time) of the outdoor measurement was approximately 2 hours.
We made sure that there were no moving objects or personnel
in the channel during the measurements.

B. Indoor Measurements

1) Measurement Environment: The indoor measurements
were conducted at the Technology Square Research Building
(TSRB) – a building adjacent to the campus of Georgia Tech.
TSRB is five-storied comprising of office spaces and large
open hallways. The ceiling and walls surrounding each large
open hallway are made of concrete, wood and steel framed
glass panes (used for office space demarcations) while plastic
covered lighting fixtures hang down from the ceiling. The
hallway floors are carpeted with Olefin fiber rugs and four
elevator cars were fitted into the walls. A structural layout of
the measurement site is provided in Fig. 9.

(a) LOS

(b) NLOS

Fig. 10: Measurement setup in the indoor LOS and NLOS
scenarios.

2) Measurement Setup: The setup used for the indoor
measurements is similar to that described in section III-A (see
Fig. 6) with the exception that QHA was the only RX antenna
used in the indoor experiments. Measurements were conducted
for LOS and NLOS scenarios in and around the large hallways
at TX-RX separation distances of 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25
m for the LOS and 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, and 10 m for the NLOS
cases respectively. The measurement positions for the LOS
and NLOS cases are indicated in Fig. 9 with labels ”RXL”
and ”RXNL” indicating the RX placement for LOS and NLOS

cases respectively. With the RX fixed, the Olimex was moved
to different locations to create the various TX-RX separation
distances. At each distance, the Olimex was then rotated
through 90◦ angular increments i.e., from 0◦ to 270◦ (as
shown in Fig. 11) with measurements conducted at each angle.
The rotation was carried out so as to characterize any power
variation, which could stem from radiation dependency on
board’s angular orientation. Pictures of the measurement setup
for both LOS and NLOS scenarios are shown in Figs. 10(a)
and 10(b). Note that the measurements were conducted with
EM signals emanation as a result of SAVAT, bitcount and
basicmath running on the IoT device. These measurements
were conducted with the Olimex set to its vertical polarization
orientation.

Fig. 11: EM source (clockwise) rotation.

C. Indoor FPGA Measurements

1) Measurement Environment: Measurements were con-
ducted in a similar environment to that described in section
III-B.

2) Measurement Setup: The setup used for this indoor
experiment is similar to that described in section III-A and B
(see Fig. 6) with the exception of the EM source/emitter used.
An FPGA (DE0-CV Cyclone V) board [31] was used as the
EM source in this experiment. The DE0-CV is a development
board using the Altera Cyclone V FPGA with an on-board
processor clock frequency of 50 MHz. We ran the instruction
set MUL/ADD in SAVAT (with falt set to 500 kHz) on the
FPGA board for this experiment. With the relatively low5

fundamental frequency of the on-board clock, we were only
able to capture the 20th harmonic of the EM side-channel
signal within the operation frequency range 0.9 to 1.1 GHz
of the RX antenna (QHA). It is important to note that the use
of the 20th harmonic of the EM side-channels signals does not
preclude the remote monitoring of operational information of
the FPGA.

Measurements were conducted for a LOS scenario at P2 (see
Fig. 9) in the large hallways at TX-RX separation distances
of 1, 2, 5, and 10 m.

IV. DATA PROCESSING AND RESULTS

The received power of the Carrier, USB and LSB (created
by SAVAT) were recorded at the various distances measured.
Sample plots of the received power spectrum for the outdoor
measurement at select distances of 20 m and 100 m have been
provided in Figs. 12(a) and 12(b). It can be observed from

5This is lower than the 1.008 GHz of the Olimex IoT board.
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(a) 20 m

(b) 100 m

Fig. 12: Power spectrum of received signal in the outdoor
environment for TX-RX separations of (a) 20 m and (b) 100 m.

the figures that the Carrier and accompanying side-bands have
significant Signal-to-Noise Ratio6 (SNR) values at the select
distances.

It is important to note that the motivation for using the
models proposed in this work is primarily due to its similarity
to the conventional power law [32], which is a standard
procedure for modeling pathloss and shadowing gain and has
been used in [33]–[36]. However, modifications (to the power
law) introduced in our models are mainly out of necessity.
One of the challenges in predicting propagation loss of EM
side-channel signals is that the transmit power and transmit
”antenna” gain are unknown [21]; therefore pathloss cannot
be computed using the aforementioned (traditional) power law
model directly. In this work, we have modeled the received
power and corresponding pathloss (at all measured distances)
relative to the power received at a reference distance. We have
also modified the shadowing gain model to include power
variation due to both environment and board angular rotation
in certain experiments. Due to differing experimental setup
and data storage structures, the evaluation procedure for the
various measurements are discussed separately.

A. Results from Outdoor Measurement

For the outdoor measurement, the recorded data structure
of the received power can be represented as Mκ,ψ,α,p, where
κ ∈ [1, 2, ..., 7] denotes the indexes of the distances mea-
sured such that dκ ∈ [5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 130, 200] m, while

6Note that the Signal-to-Noise Ratio of each component (i.e., Carrier, USB,
and LSB) is computed by subtracting the noise level (≈ −146 dBm) from
the peak of its power spectrum (in dBm) in the spectrum.

ψ ∈ [1, ...,Ψ = 3] represents the carrier and sidebands such
that ψ = 1, 2, 3 denotes Carrier, USB and LSB respectively.
α ∈ [1, ..., A = 2] indicates the antenna type used with
α = 1 representing QHA while α = 2 represents PDA.
p ∈ [1, ..., P = 2] indicates the Olimex board polarization
where p = 1 corresponds to vertical polarization and p = 2
represents horizontal polarization. A model for the distance-
dependent pathloss and shadowing gain parameters are pre-
sented in this section.

1) Distance-dependent pathloss: With consideration for
parameters κ, ψ, α, p, the received power from the empirical
data can modeled as:

Mκ,ψ,α,p = Mψ,α,p
0 ·

(
dκ
d0

)ηψ,α,p
· ξκ,ψ,α,p (2)

where M0 is the power received at the reference distance d0

(chosen as 1 m), η is the pathloss exponent, and ξ is a random
variable describing shadowing gain in the environment. Figs.
13(a)-13(d) show the scatter plot of the received power at
distances measured using different antennas and EM source
polarization for Carrier, USB and LSB respectively. A linear
regression fit for the scatter plot shows a monotonic depen-
dence of the received power on distance. Values of parameters
such as M0 and η were extracted through the linear fit on the
empirical data and have been provided in Table IV.

It can be observed from Table IV that M0 (dBm) values
from the carrier are similar in both vertical and horizontal
polarizations for measurements conducted using the QHA
antenna, while the sidebands (USB and LSB) slightly differed
by about 3 dB between both polarizations. The closeness in
value between results from both polarizations can be attributed
to the fact that QHA is circularly polarized and, therefore,
mostly immune to any polarization changes by the EM source.
For the PDA, however, a noticeable difference of about 10 dB
can be observed in the M0 (dBm) values from the Carrier
while sidebands differed by about 6-7 dB in the vertical
and horizontal polarization measurements. This disparity is
primarily due to the fact that the PDA is vertically polarized
hence the polarization preference. It can also be observed that
the pathloss exponent η values are comparable for the carrier,
USB and LSB for both antennas at the respective polarizations
with the exception of the PDA in the horizontal polarization.

2) Shadowing gain: Shadowing gain (denoted as ξ in (2))
is obtained by computing the deviation of the received power
(M ) at each measured location from the linear regression fit.
The linear regression fit can be expressed as

Φκ,ψ,α,p = Φψ,α,p0 ·
(
dκ
d0

)ηψ,α,p
, (3)

with the shadowing gain computed as

ξκ,ψ,α,p =
Mκ,ψ,α,p

Φψ,α,p0 ·
(
dκ
d0

)ηψ,α,p . (4)

Note that Φ0 in (3) is equivalent to M0 in (2).
We modeled the logarithmic equivalent of the

extracted shadowing gain as a Gaussian distribution
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Fig. 13: Linear regression fit for received power over distance in LOS scenario with different antennas and polarization in the
outdoor environment.
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Fig. 14: Bitcount results at various measured distances in the outdoor environment.
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N (µξ(dB), σξ(dB)), with the first and second moment
parameters computed as

µψ,α,pξ (dB) = Eκ

10 · log10

 Mκ,ψ,α,p

Φψ,α,p0 ·
(
dκ
d0

)ηψ,α,p

 (5)

σψ,α,pξ (dB) = Dκ

10 · log10

 Mκ,ψ,α,p

Φψ,α,p0 ·
(
dκ
d0

)ηψ,α,p

 (6)

where Er̂ {·} and Dr̂ {·} are the expected value and standard
deviation operators over an ensemble of the parameter r̂
respectively. This is a standard modeling procedure for the
shadowing gain and has been reported in [32] and [33]. The
mean value of the logarithmic equivalent of the shadowing
gain i.e., (µξ(dB)) was found to be zero in our work while
the computed standard deviation values (σξ(dB)) has been
provided in Table IV. Although the values of σξ(dB) are
similar for measurements conducted with same antenna, it
is, however, noticeably different for measurements conducted
using the different antennas.

It is important to note that the discrepancies in the results
between the QHA and PDA can be attributed to the character-
istics of the antennas and how they influence propagation in
the channel. For example, the (approximately) 6 dB difference
in M0 (for the carrier) between QHA and PDA can be
accounted for by the difference in antenna gain values at
the carrier frequency of 1.008 GHz. In addition to this, the
larger beamwidth of the QHA affords the aggregation of more
multipath components therefore leading to a high receiver
power. The shadowing gain disparity can be attributed to the
variation in power of the higher number of multipath compo-
nents captured by the antenna with the wider beamwidth.

3) Bitcount: As discussed in Section III-A.2, the program
bitcount was used to demonstrate how well the IoT device’s
emanation is received. From our measurement results, using a
visual approach, we look to identify the frequency peaks gen-
erated by each segment of bitcount at each distance measured.
Sample spectrogram plots at select distances are displayed in
Figs. 14(a) - 14(d). Note that in the spectrogram, all frequency
values plotted on the x-axis have been normalized to that of
the Carrier frequency. The centered line (at 0 MHz) represents
the power spectrum of the Carrier over the 1 s measurement
duration while the USB and LSB power spectrum are shown
on opposite sides of the Carrier respectively. It can be observed
from Figs. 14(a)-14(d) that the peaks corresponding to all
seven segments of bitcount can be easily identified7. Note
that to aid our discussion (and for clear representation), we
have chosen to only provide spectrogram plots at distances of

7Note that the circles in Figs. 14(a) - 14(d) were indiscriminately placed
and bears no consequence other than to show that the loop of the benchmark
is identifiable at each segment.

5, 10, 20 and 50 m since these sets of plots gave the best color8

contrast. Each set of ”shorter-lines” (circled and numbered on
the spectrogram plots) corresponds to the segment of bitcount
being executed during that period of time. It can be observed
that while most of the segments generate sharp, identifiable
lines at specific frequencies, segment 1 of bitcount consistently
generated a ”smeared” line on the spectrogram at all distances
measured. Furthermore, the frequency of the peak occasionally
shifted between two values while the Olimex executes segment
3 of bitcount thereby leading to two contiguous lines appearing
during its execution. The aforedescribed effects are clearly
observable at the 5 m and 10 m measurements shown in
Figs. 14(a) and 14(b).

It can be deduced from the results provided in this work that
EM side-channel signals emanation stemming from regular
programs such as benchmarks running on the IoT devices are
in fact identifiable and can be monitored at long distances.

Vertical polarization
QHA PDA

M0 (dBm) η σξ (dB) M0 (dBm) η σξ
Carrier -61.64 -2.21 3.6 -67.59 -2.03 1.1
USB -91.09 -2.05 3.5 -94.32 -2.03 1.3
LSB -90.68 -2.08 2.8 -93.30 -2.11 1.6

Horizontal polarization
QHA PDA

M0 (dBm) η σξ (dB) M0 (dBm) η σξ
Carrier -61.70 -2.32 3.0 -77.61 -2.07 2.1
USB -94.16 -2.14 2.7 -102.89 -2.44 3.7
LSB -94.20 -2.13 2.8 -100.41 -2.70 4.0

TABLE IV: Extracted propagation channel parameters in the
outdoor environment.

B. Result from Indoor Measurements

A model for the distance-dependent pathloss and shadowing
gain along with corresponding statistical distribution fits are
discussed in this section. Note that this model is an extension
of that presented in section IV.A with the shadowing gain
defined as the combination of the environment-dependent and
board (angular) orientation-dependent shadowing gain (i.e.,
”board shadowing”).

The data structure of the received power in the indoor
measurements can be represented as Qκc,ψ,c,o, where c ∈ [1, 2]
denotes the LOS and NLOS scenarios with c = 1 indicating
LOS and c = 2 indicates NLOS. κc denotes the index of the
scenario distances such that κc=1 ∈ [1, 2, ..., 7] are distance in-
dexes for the LOS scenario while κc=2 ∈ [1, 2, ..., 6] represents
distance indexes for the NLOS scenario. Note that dκc=1 ∈
[1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25] m while dκc=2

∈ [1, 2, 3, 5, 8 and
10] m. ψ ∈ [1, ...,Ψ = 3] denotes sidebands and carrier
indexes such that ψ = 1, 2, 3 indicates USB, Carrier and LSB
respectively while o ∈ [1, ..., O = 4] denotes the indexes of
the rotation angles ([0◦, 90◦, 180◦, 270◦]) measured.

8We recognized that whenever possible, the use of color as a differentiation
metric should be avoided so as to make accommodation for readers who suffer
from achromatopsia (color blindness) or those who might choose to print this
paper in black and white. With these readers in mind we have used color
tones, which would still convey the information intended in this work.
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1) Distance-dependent pathloss: From the empirical data,
we model the received power at different distances as:

Qκc,ψ,c,o = Qψ,c0 ·
(
dκc
d0

)η̃ψ,c
· ξ̃κc,ψ,c ·∆κc,ψ,c,o (7)

where Q0 is the power received at the reference distance d0 (1
m). η̃, ξ̃ and ∆ represent the pathloss exponent, environment-
dependent shadowing gain and the board angular orientation-
dependent shadowing gain (”board shadowing”) in the indoor
environment respectively.

Qκc,ψ,ctot = Eo

{
Qψ,c0 ·

(
dκc
d0

)η̃ψ,c
· ξ̃κc,ψ,c ·∆κc,ψ,c,o

}
(8)

To extract the channel parameters Q0 and η̃, (7) was
averaged over an ensemble of board orientations as shown
in (8) to create a local mean power (Qtot). A linear regression
fit (shown in Fig. 15) is then used to derive the relationship
between the local mean power and distances measured. The
extracted parameters Q0 and η̃ are provided in Table V. Note
that in Fig. 15, Qtot was obtained by averaging Qκc,ψ,c,o on
the linear scale while the display is plotted in decibels. From
Table V, it can be observed that the extracted parameters for
the sidebands are similar – irrespective of the scenario with
the exception of η̃ in the NLOS case.

LOS scenario
Q0 (dBm) η̃ σ̃ξ̃ (dB) µσ∆ (dB) σσ∆ (dB)

Carrier −73.55 −1.54 2.0 5.3 1.5
USB −100.61 −1.57 2.5 5.1 1.9
LSB −100.99 −1.59 1.9 5.4 1.6

NLOS scenario
Q0 (dBm) η̃ σ̃ξ̃ (dB) µσ∆ (dB) σσ∆ (dB)

Carrier −88.34 −1.69 3.9 4.6 2.1
USB −117.11 −1.60 4.1 4.9 1.6
LSB −116.82 −1.54 3.9 5.1 2.0

TABLE V: Propagation channel parameters for LOS and
NLOS indoor measurements.

2) Shadowing analysis: From (8), the deviation of the local
mean power (Qtot) from the linear regression fit stems from the
shadowing (ξ̃) caused by the environment, while the variation
of ∆ around Qtot is caused by the board shadowing effect at
different angular orientation. To extract ξ̃, we define the linear
fit as

Φ̃κc,ψ,c = Φ̃ψ,c0 ·
(
dκc
d0

)η̃ψ,c
(9)

and then compute

ξ̃κc,ψ,c =
Qκc,ψ,ctot

Φ̃ψ,c0 ·
(
dκc
d0

)η̃ψ,c . (10)

Note that Φ̃0 is equivalent to Q0 in (7).
In this work, the logarithmic equivalent of ξ̃ has been

modeled as a Gaussian distribution N (µ̃ξ̃(dB), σ̃ξ̃(dB)) in the
LOS and NLOS scenarios with the first and second moment
parameters computed as

µ̃ψ,c
ξ̃

(dB) = Eκc

10 · log10

 Qκc,ψ,ctot

Φ̃ψ,c0 ·
(
dκc
d0

)η̃ψ,c

 (11)

σ̃ψ,c
ξ̃

(dB) = Dκc

10 · log10

 Qψ,ctot

Φ̃ψ,c0 ·
(
dκc
d0

)η̃ψ,c

 . (12)

We found the logarithmic equivalent of ξ̃ to have a mean
value of zero in both LOS and NLOS scenarios and have thus
presented the extracted standard deviation (σ̃ξ̃ (dB)) in Table
V. The board shadowing gain (∆) was computed as

∆κc,ψ,c,o =
Qκc,ψ,c,o

Qκc,ψ,ctot

. (13)

We have modeled ∆ as a zero-mean lognormally distributed
variable at different distances in this work. We found that the
standard deviation of σ∆ differed from location to location
and hence has been modeled as a random variable. The first
and second order moments for the distribution of the standard
deviation over an ensemble of distances are derived in (14)
and (15) respectively.

µψ,cσ∆
(dB) = Eκc

{
Do
{

10 · log10

(
Qκc,ψ,c,o

Eo {Qκc,ψ,c,o}

)}}
(14)

σψ,cσ∆
(dB) = Dκc

{
Do
{

10 · log10

(
Qκc,ψ,c,o

Eo {Qκc,ψ,c,o}

)}}
(15)

Empirical CDF plots and corresponding Gaussian fits for the
logarithmic equivalent of σ∆ for the Carrier, USB and LSB
are shown in Figs. 16(a) - 16(c). It can be observed from Table
V that ξ̃ in the NLOS is greater than that in the LOS scenario
while µσ∆

and σσ∆
are comparable in both scenarios. This

agrees with intuition since the board shadowing effect should
be similar irrespective of the scenario, while the environment
shadowing gain will be more pronounced in the NLOS than
the LOS scenario.

C. Results from Indoor Bitcount and Basicmath Measurements
The results from the indoor bitcount and basicmath mea-

surements reveals that peaks generated (at each frequency) by
the seven segments of the bitcount and four segments of the
basicmath programs are identifiable in both LOS and NLOS
scenarios as shown in sample spectrogram plots at select LOS
distances (1 m and 25 m) in Figs.17(a) - 18(b). Note that each
set of ”shorter-lines” (numbered on the spectrogram plots)
corresponds to the segments of programs being executed.

These results confirm the possibility of remote monitoring
of EM side-channel leakage from IoT devices at long proxim-
ity ranges in an indoor environment.

D. Results from FPGA Measurements
The data structure for measurements conducted in a LOS

scenario using the FPGA board can be represented as Γϑ,ψ ,
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Fig. 15: Linear regression fit for received power over rotation and distances in an indoor LOS scenario.
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Fig. 16: Empirical CDF and corresponding Gaussian fit for Carrier, USB and LSB board shadowing in an indoor LOS scenario.
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Fig. 17: Bitcount results at measured LOS distances in the indoor environment.

where ϑ ∈ [1, 2, ..., 4] denotes the index of distances measured
with dϑ ∈ [1, 2, 5, 10] m. ψ ∈ [1, ...,Ψ = 3] represents carrier
and sidebands such that ψ = 1, 2, 3 denotes the Carrier, USB
and LSB respectively.

1) Distance-dependent pathloss: From the empirical data,
the received power at different distances was modeled as

Γϑ,ψ = Γψ0 ·
(
dϑ
d0

)%ψ
· χϑ,ψ, (16)
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Fig. 18: Basicmath results at measured LOS distances in the indoor environment.

where Γ0 is the power received at the reference distance d0

(1 m), with % and χ representing the pathloss exponent and
shadowing gain due to this indoor environment.

Similarly to previous sections, a linear regression fit was
used to derive a monotonically decreasing relationship be-
tween the received power and the measured distances with the
extracted propagation channel parameters Γ0 and % presented
in Table VI.

LOS scenario
Γ0 (dBm) % σχ (dB)

Carrier −90.69 −1.91 2.4
USB −125.65 −1.54 3.2
LSB −126.42 −1.61 3.0

TABLE VI: Propagation channel parameters for LOS indoor
FPGA measurements.

It can be observed from the results in Table VI that
propagation channel parameters such as Γ0 i.e., the received
power at the reference distance (1 m) is considerably less
(with differences of about 17-19 dB for Carrier, 25-28 dB for
sidebands) than those presented in section IV. B even though
the measurements were conducted in the same environment.
This not only reflects the impact of the type of EM source
board but also the fact that the 20th harmonic9 was used in
characterizing the propagation.

2) Shadowing gain: The shadowing gain was computed as
the deviation of the received power from the linear regression
fit expressed as

Φ
ϑ,ψ

= Φ
ψ

0 ·
(
dϑ
d0

)%ψ
, (17)

with the shadowing gain derived as

χϑ,ψ =
Γϑ,ψ

Φ
ψ

0 ·
(
dϑ
d0

)%ψ . (18)

Note that Φ0 is equivalent to Γ0 in (16).
The logarithmic equivalent of χ has been modeled as a

Gaussian distribution N (µχ(dB), σχ(dB)). We found χ (dB)
to have a mean value of zero with standard deviation (σχ

9Note that the fundamental frequency of the FPGA board is 50 MHz while
that of Olimex (IoT) board is 1.008 GHz.

(dB)) presented in Table VI. Although the parameters in Table
VI were extracted using the 20th harmonic of the carrier and
sideband signals, nevertheless the values are useful for EM
side-channel signal detection within a 10 m range in a LOS
indoor environment. A system capable of reception at 50 MHz
frequency range will afford an improved performance leading
to longer range measurements.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have successfully conducted EM side-channel propaga-
tion experiments in various environments using self-developed
measurement setups. This research is the first to demonstrate
the possibility of receiving side-channel signals at distances
greater than 10 m and to statistically model the propagation
of EM side-channel signals. We have extracted propagation
channel parameters and provided statistical models that can be
used in predicting the received power of the EM side-channel
signals in various scenarios. A summary of our key findings
is as follows:

1) Our results (using both SAVAT and bitcount) indicate that
EM side-channel signals can be received at approximately
200 m away from the EM source in a LOS outdoor
environment.

2) The distance-dependent pathloss exponent η in the out-
door environment was mostly comparable for the carrier
and sidebands. The received power values (M0) at the ref-
erence distance are more tolerant to polarization changes
of the EM source if the circularly polarized QHA receiver
antenna is used. However, this was not the case for the
vertically polarized PDA antenna, which shows a wide
variation of about 10 dB for the carrier and about 6-7 dB
for sideband results in the outdoor environment.

3) The shadowing gain (in decibels) was modeled as a zero-
mean Gaussian distribution with standard deviation values
ranging from 2.8-3.5 dB in the sidebands and 3.0-3.6
dB in the carrier for measurements conducted with the
QHA antenna while values ranged from 1.3-4.0 dB in the
sidebands and 1.1-2.1 dB in the carrier for measurements
conducted with the PDA in the outdoor environment.

4) In the indoor measurements, we observed that the dif-
ference between pathloss parameters at the reference dis-
tance i.e., Q0 in the LOS and NLOS was approximately
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15 dB for the carrier and about 17 dB for the sidebands
while the pathloss exponents η̂ were comparable in
both scenarios with values ranging from −1.54 to −1.59
and −1.54 to −1.69 in the LOS and NLOS scenarios
respectively. It is important to note that results from
works such as [33] have shown the pathloss exponent
in the LOS scenario to be smaller than that obtained
from NLOS, however, that is not the case in this paper
as the results are in fact comparable. A caveat to always
consider is that difference in environment, measurement
setup and frequency of operation could lead to different
outcome in an empirical engagement such as this.

5) We found the environment shadowing gain to be higher
in the NLOS scenario than the LOS case while the board
shadowing gain values were similar in both cases. These
observations intuitively makes sense.

Overall, it is clearly observable from the results presented
in this paper that there is a need for the characterization of the
propagation mechanisms of EM side-channel signals in differ-
ent scenarios and environments. The models presented in this
work serve as generic solutions to characterizing side-channel
signals emanating from electronic devices. It is important to
note that although the emanated (transmitted) power could
differ for each device under test, this can be compensated for
in the power received at the reference distance without loss of
generality to the overall model. This type of work will aid the
prediction of the received power of EM side-channel signals
and inform on the proximity ranges from which leakages
emanating from an IoT device (or network) can be monitored.
Our work provides pertinent information for EM side-channel
countermeasure development.
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